
Parish Survey Results 
St. Anne, Blaine 

February & March 2022 

21 Surveys Completed Ages of survey respondents

Genders of survey respondents

Age Range Surveys

Under 16 1

16 – 30 1

31 – 45 2

46 – 60 4

61 – 75 10

76 plus 3

76 plus
14%

61–75
48%

46–60
19%

31–45
10%

16–30
5%

Under 16
5%

Female
67%

Male
24%

Jointly with Spouse
10%

Gender Survey

Jointly with Spouse 2

Male 5

Female 14
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Marital Status Parish Registration

Widow
19%

Married or remarried
62%

Single never married
19%

I don't know
5%

Not registered
5%

Registered
90%

Mass Attendance of survey respondents

More than weekly

Every Week

Almost every week

Once or twice a month

A few times a year

Never or rarely
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Ministry Involvement of survey respondents

None

One

Two – Four

Five or more

Volunteer intermittently
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Have you attended Adult Religious Education 

here in last 5 years?

Yes
33%

No
67%
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Q9 continued - Please evaluate the following aspects of parish life 



Q9 Comments

Finding ways to stay connected despite COVID. Enjoyed the virtual mass and now weekly 
scripture reading meetings.


Very little encouragement for social outreach in the parish.


Excellent community.


"Bring BACK alternating Sunday/Saturday Masses between St Anne and St Joachim. Sadly, Fr 
Thumbi didn't like it and set the entire mess in progress! During winter.. older parishioners 
don't drive in the dark.. during summer ..it's like an oven every Saturday in the Church.. what 
was wrong with alternating Masses that was in place for YEARS before  Fr Thumbi????”


"We have no leadership from St. Anne's Pastoral Council. The so-called "Parish Council" out of 
St. Joseph's makes decisions (e.g. doing this survey) for all the parishes. There seems to be 
minimal understanding that this parish is comprised of 3 communities. "Parish Council" means 
the whole parish, not just one part of it. Our parishioners seem to defer too much to the pastor, 
who operates out of top-down authority. Leadership in the St. Anne's community is carried by 
the Altar Society.”


Excellent community, warm and friendly. 


Community is the most important and is good to excellent


Leadership is nonexistent.  The priest is focused on the main church in this trichurch 
community. Our council provides no direction.


I have missed coffee hour.


"We enjoy our parish community very much.  We see a need for stronger leadership with Parish 
Council, bringing Faith Formation back to Blaine for our youth and adults, alternating mass 
monthly Saturday and Sunday (especially for families), reach out to existing parishioners to 
return to mass, Homily to include ways to relate to present day experiences."


We wish there were more ministry activities for youth. Sense of community for kids outside 
Assumption in Bellingham. Social gatherings for adults and fellowship for families.


response to evangelization is partly hindered by the limitations of Covid.  However, I do wish 
that there were opportunities for Bible studies and gatherings at St Anne.


There should be a proper teaching of the youths and childrens on how to pray and use the 
hands properly and teach the kids as well on how to pray correctly and etc… thank you…


I am relatively new to the area (7 years) and am still learning.  I believe we are not tapping into 
our full potential, partially due to a lack of organization and possibly vision – i.e., “thinking 
small”. 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Q10 Comments

What social activities?


Fr Thumbi needs to think about all the parishioners instead of his convenient schedule.. bring 
back alternating monthly Sunday and Saturday Masses. If St Joachim doesn't like it.. St. 
Anne's does!


"The staff are easy to talk with. However, there is little team building for those in ministries. 
Teams don't function as teams. Top down authority seems to be the norm. The pastor is clearly 
operating from that model. The faith formation coordinator is better, but she does too. 

There's a verbal desire for adult faith formation, but little follow through. 

I think staff need more formation of their own in order to bring formation to others.”


We are still under pandemic restrictions so social activities are not possible.


Covid has interrupted many


Their is NOTHING going on at St. Anne’s except Mass.


We haven't had any in the last 2 years.


The children's education or CCD programs have been good overall in St. Joseph and St. Anne. 
As parents of young children, we really appreciate the work that all the CCD volunteers do to 
teach and prepare them to receive the sacraments.


While Covid has admittedly impacted many programs and social activities over the past 2 
years, it is time to move forward and rebuild.


Great job guys and god bless


Knights of Columbus members/activities are ??? – so helpful – they are well-established and 
organized.  I recognize that our volunteers in other areas are not professionals, and many do a 
wonderful job, though I would like to see more professional skills and more organization.
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Q11 continued - Please evaluate parish ministry and service to the following groups 
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Q11 continued - Please evaluate parish ministry and service to the following groups 



Q11 Comments

St Anne will "die" unless we encourage all the Parishioners back;-(


"Develop good leadership. Develop the pastoral council. Develop a real parish council that 
functions on behalf of the whole parish, not just St. Joseph's. Be less St. Joseph-centered. Be 
a more active player in the Blaine area for service to those in need. Get involved as a parish in 
CAP. Partner with other denominations. Stimulate the sense of mission in the parish----mission 
as disciples in the world.

Why are we as a Church not educating ourselves about "vaccine" mandates and taking a 
stand. I think it's shameful and against primacy of conscience to participate in these mandates 
for staff. I am so disappointed in this parish for not standing against this immoral practice."


Youth and Hispanic need more involvement


We have to go to Ferndale to participate in any programs.  It's very inconvenient. Especially at 
night.


As a young adult I find there are few activities, mostly due to the older congregation. That 
being said I think the parish ministries suited toward the majority of its parishioners are good 
and useful.


There is a sense of wanting to help those in need, but organization and distribution of 
resources needs leadership.


It’s all great and thank you all.. god bless


For children, youth, teens:   I know about Jesus Day Camp, but not much else.  I feel 
unqualified to comment.   Need to do better:  for sick, grieving, in financial need.

New parishioners:  need to reach out better

Grateful for Fr. Thumbi’s welcomes which are excellent!

We can be much better, provide welcoming structural – an advocate.  An advocate for new 
members/visitors.  We can serve the elderly much better – 2 basic ideas.  Individuals are lonely 
– but are we structured to provide effectual help?
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Q12 Comments

Sunday mass at St. Annes would be nice.


Father gives a "Bible Study" every Homily.. nothing that someone can take home and say.. 
wow that really relates to my life


"Homilies need to connect more with life and the mission of the baptized than with history.

Take leadership on inclusive language.

Work on educating parishioners on what it means to stand as communion is going on----there 
is no understanding, just silence and division on the issue.

Fr. Thumbi drops his voice at the end of sentences. People who are hard of hearing miss many 
things. Those who are not hard of hearing miss things too. When he give communion I rarely 
hear him say "The Body of Christ", and if I do all I hear is mumbling.

I wish Fr. Thumbi would learn the true meaning of "ego" and stop using that old kitchy phrase. 
He doesn't appear to  know that in the congregation are people whose own egos have been 
damaged or crushed from trauma."


Homilies need to address daily life, not a bible study.


I would love it if there was a Sunday afternoon or evening Mass somewhere in Whatcom 
County other than with the Newman Center. I know Father Thumbi is very, very busy keeping 
our three parishes tended, so I would never expect it of him or our tri-parish unless we had a 
second pastor. But it would be helpful for shift workers.


Please have Sunday mass return to St. Anne at least a few months of the year. It's nice to 
attend mass in your neighborhood on Sunday morning instead of Saturday evening.


The homilies are rich and draws us into the scriptures.


Music:  needs more structure, less tug of war for what we sing and who sings when.  What will 
we do when Charles Streeter leaves????  Plans?  Speakers need help.  Father Thumbi 
delivers!    150% we need to develop music more.  People want it, many people. 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Q13 continued - Please evaluate the parish efforts to:



Q13 Comments

"I think there's potential and good will. Leadership is lacking----from pastor to pastoral council.

I really appreciate the leadership and openness of the Altar Society.

I think the ecumenical community of Blaine has dismissed St. Anne's as a participant in the 
local Christian community----evidenced by our very limited investment in CAP.”


Excellent support and encouragement. 


All good 


communicate with parishioners:   take this form, for example.  Date 4/14/22 and I just saw it.  
What happened?  Participate in parish ministries:  We are timid about this, I think, not wishing 
to pressure.  Can we make it look like more of a community effort & more fun?

I feel like we need to be set on fire – in a good way.  Part of having an aging congregation is 
that it can become stale and stodgy.  Do we want that?  We want the young! 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Q14 continued - What priority do you give the following in the parish



Q14 Comments

"Leadership: the pastor needs to be a leader, and to follow through on what he commits to. 
The pastor needs to invite and develop leadership in the community----and follow through, 
support leadership in the community. 

I want to see a community confident in its understanding and practice of mission.

I believe that the parish needs to develop a sense of the whole, all 3 communities.

I would like to hear the parish staff and the people talk about the parish and mean all the 
churches. Now, most of the time when the staff say "parish" they mean St. Joseph.

I think tech resources need to be developed for the whole parish (as in the 3 communities) to 
use Zoom."


I wasn't sure what was meant in the last section.    How important are those ministries or how 
are we doing them.??


Especially lacking is outreach to and support for those in poverty and /or affected by natural 
disasters.


Perhaps invite youth to lead a children's choir to encourage younger parishioners to actively 
participate and organize part of the mass each week.


The youth are the future of the Church and we need to invest time and money in their 
formation. Having opportunities for our youth to be with other youth in these times is critical to 
build a common community of believers. 


Ministering to others outside the Church must be done with a delicate (touch…dis…?) Balance 
which avoids pressuring. Some parishioners ((?...? less)) have mastered this!  Keeping kids “in 
community” – safe, lovely(?) structured to grow spiritually should be mastered by us for SO 
many reasons.
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Q15 continued - How much do the following attract you to the Parish?



Q15 Comments

"The St. Anne's community is very welcoming and supportive. Other than that this community 
has been neglected. I thank God for the Altar Society and the ushers---they really promote a 
positive spirit in the community.

Geographic distance from other parishes may be a cause of the lack of stimulation of best 
practices of other faith communities. I wonder how that could change.

Having a sense of Church and mission is encouraging to me----and could be developed at St. 
Anne's, instead of being an afterthought as a "mission church".

I am attracted to parishes where is a strong sense of identity that come from good leadership 
of pastor, parish staff, pastoral council-----and am hoping this will happen as we go through 
this process."


"Hard to evaluate because other groups attract me to which I belong ie charismatic WWCCR, 

centering prayer group, Healing ministry, music ministry through Bellingham Threshold Singers,

All enhance the other areas and inter with each other and aren't at this parish yet enhance."


The friendly people.


"I wasn't sure how to respond to the social justice question. It is such a politically charged term 
these days. Treating all humans with dignity and respect? Yes, absolutely.  

Also, what attracted me to the parish? I felt the Holy Spirit at the Mass and He told me to keep 
coming back, even though it was uncomfortable not knowing much about Mass yet, how to 
follow it, or really knowing any Catholics. "


Faith - filled parishioners, optimism , charity, and community,


It’s not the parish attract it’s the prayer and the holy house of god to seek some peace and 
guidance


Thanks to Terri, especially Tracie, Fr. Thumbi, Charles St. etc.

I am sure it is a failing of mine or some reluctance that I took so long to “belong”.  These 
people are  friendly – lovely really.  We need after Mass coffee or Saturday after Vigil. 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Q16 continued - How likely are you to do the following in the next year?



Q16 Comments

I want to contribute to adult faith formation and retreats.


I have greatly appreciated the chance to minister to those isolated from the church.


I am tired of volunteering.


God bless us Babelove 


 St. Anne needs more leaders.  We need to get off our /////.  Do we realize we would fall apart 
without certain people – Ayoub..?, Barbara, Tracie, Fr. Maureen, Charles, Terry, etc.???? Where 
is the fire?
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Q17 continued - Please respond to the following about Parish life: 



Q17 Comments

"I want to see Fr. Thumbi follow through on his promises to support faith formation.

I want to see less clerical-centered thinking in the parish and more sense of mission as 
baptized Catholic disciples.

Thank you to the leadership of the Altar Society.

Thank you to the hospitality ministers for creating a positive, welcoming atmosphere.

I want to hear parishioners experience that they have a voice in the life of the parish.”


I feel included.


It serves me yet we have a long way to go, parity for women including priesthood, married 
priesthood, atonement for racial injustice, sexual abuse scandal, healing for all of us.  Needs to 
be more inclusive, admit previously married couples to the Eucharist, If I was younger I wonder 
whether I would be Catholic???


"I am totally turned off by our priest mostly due to his mistreatment of some parishioners.  
Other reasons are: St.Anne church is relegated to “mission “ status and not considered an 
important part of the tri-parish by the priest and sermons are not about incorporating Bible 
readings into daily life. The current priest is VERY hard to understand especially for the hearing-
impaired."


It is time to pass the baton to the younger group.


Some parishioners may not know how to volunteer their time and talents, so encouraging them 
to speak up or announce parish need for specific volunteer jobs/duties would be a good way to 
promote a more active congregation.


Ty god


I do not understand parish finances at all. It took me awhile to feel included because of my own 
hesitancy, but I am part of this family now and would not have it any other way. I am still 
learning who I am in this culture. The people are wonderful, and they need to provide more 
organization and better support for Fr. And the congregation.  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Q18 What need or program should the parish focus on in the next 1– 3 years? 

Social outreach and volunteer opportunities. Listing parishioners in the bulletin that have 
received a sacrament at one of the parishes. More fellowship following masses would do 
wonders for a sense of parish belonging and community. 


Development of ministries combining all three locations into one effort


Mass communion wine? Bring back things like holy water.


Adult faith formation, including leadership development.


Outreach to shut ins and evangelization. 


"Youth, Inviting the NONES, More continual expression of the Holy Spirit, more activation of our 
Confirmation Sacrament. Come Holy Spirit…"


"A new priest who is a leader! Outreach"


Bringing back coffee hour, potlucks, picnic.


The parish should focus on increasing youth ministries, and actually explaining church teaching 
to adults. 


I think Faith Formation is important for all age groups. Many in our congregation are older, 
which is wonderful, but I worry about how many younger families our parish will have 15-20 
years from now.


Youth religious education and opportunities (e.g. children's choir, leadership workshops). 


"Offer Faith Formation programs  for children and adults at St Ann’s Encourage volunteerism in 
all ministries”


Improve emphasis on fundamentals of Catholic faith and rules; enforce them.


Youth and adult community 


Growing the different ministries by inviting more volunteers.


"Continued adult education, Bible studies, follow up to RCIA. Sharing the fullness of the 
Catholic church with other Christian churches to bridge the gap in our community."


1. Spanish Mass. 2.  English lessons for our community. 3.  Support group to provide help with 
moving; especially for elderly and/or those in financial needs. (I have ideas). 4.  More music 
variety – maybe programs in ?? hall .. recites??  5.  Study.  6.  Group of women to welcome 
young women and girls into the culture of womanhood, grace of many.  7. Coffee/tea after 
Saturday vigil;   8.  Support group for individuals and families experiencing chronic illness. 
There is NOTHING AT ALL in the area.  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Q19 The Pandemic has had some adverse effect to our parish life in many ways, 
what suggestions do you have to help overcome any issues that you have found 
during this time? 

Encouragement of parishioners to return to in person mass. More fellowship opportunities after mass to get people 
reacquainted with the parish after COVID. Breathe new life into the bulletin. So much more information about the 
parish in the bulletin will keep people informed.


Wine…change old practices.


Stop focusing on the Pandemic with that repetitive announcement before Mass.. we are not stupid!


"Stand up against vax mandates for staff. Stand up against masking mandates. Reinstate pot lucks.”


It would be nice, if possible, to live stream the masses from all 3 churches. I believe if a parishoner is able to see a 
service from the church they are used to attending, it is both comforting and uplifting. Re examination of those


I'm waiting to see who will return???  Christmas Mass was more well attended than I thought and I didn't know a lot 
of them.  I wonder how many we've lost and how best to reach out.  


The Catholic Church has been totally led in the wrong direction during this scamdemic, starting with the Vatican and 
down to our Archbishops. The promotion of an experimental shot which contains aborted fetal material and many 
toxic substances is Satanic! I wonder how much money was paid by Pharmaceuticals to church officials to buy their 
compliance.  The Church needs to apologize for their actions. 


I would suggest having parish events return to normal like they were pre-pandemic. The adverse effects have not 
come from the disease itself, but the way in which we have tried to mitigate the disease. 


"I hesitate to say this, but I always found the handshaking and handholding during the Sign of Peace to be very 
uncomfortable and distracting in an anxious way before the pandemic. I have not missed it and I desperately hope 
they do not come back as a congregation-wide expectation like before. I think it's great when family and friends who 
like it do it together, but personally I've never liked having my hands grabbed, even by friends. I miss the 10AM 
rosary at St Joseph and I hope that comes back. I hope the rummage and holiday sales come back. II like that there 
are social distancing sections still available at the parishes and I hope they can continue for a long time.  I like that 
Masses are available for streaming on Facebook. I like that the confessionals are being used at St Joseph again.”


The streaming of mass is very helpful and convenient to feel connected to the parish even if you cannot worship in 
person. Keep up the good job at using technology to support parish life during a pandemic.


Move forward...return to having social gatherings, reach out to parishioners that haven't been coming to mass.


Don't ever shut down the church again; very damaging; eliminate ridiculous rules like masks, etc., which do not 
help, and only divide and exclude people from attending.  Concentrate on serving the parish as God would like, and 
not serving the government.


"Advertise parish life in the Northern light or Bellingham parish. Organize a welcoming event in the community "


Discussion opportunities for those who feel anger or disappointment in how the Church handled parish closures, 
etc. Personally, I agreed with the precautions taken, but have heard some parishioners complain.


Hit it hard to wake up for last time. Have we “gathered our ducklings” who went home during covid and did not 
come back? How can we entice them back?  More social experiences. The Church provides a wonderful 
opportunity to provide structure for these – safe cozy socialization. I miss our potluck dinners -  we need them. 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Q20 What aspects of the Universal Church teachings or practices concern you? 
What would you like to see? 

I would like to see the church be more transparent on sexual abuse claims and Indigenous school abuse.


More social justice efforts. More women involved in the church in responsible roles


More understanding of Gods concerns for us.


"Being co-opted by covid shut downs, "vaccines", "vaccine" mandates-----do your homework and take a stand. I 
think it's disgusting what's being promoted from the pope down.

Stop keeping divorced and remarried people from the Church.

Do better teaching about sex----and not by celibate clergy.

Clericalism

Lack of development of good leadership from clergy to laity

Exclusive language in liturgy needs examination and change.

Full involvement of women in the life of the Church

Tell the truth about what's going on at the Vatican.

Tell the truth about hierarchy's involvement in abuse.

Educate priests about the trauma of violence that many people are living with.”


"Re examination of the restrictions from receiving the Eucharist. Support for those individuals and a better pathway 
forward. Allow deacons to annoint the sick/dying.”


Divorced and remarried,  outreach and ministry that is relevant to the NONES, Inclusiveness rather than our own 
little Tribes, The abortion issue remedied by Healing ie, Rachel's Vineyard and other post abortion healing ministries, 
not by legislation which will further divide but by promoting Motherhood and supporting pregnancy. More teaching 
of Contemplation which then leads to action. More teaching on Mercy


Having been informed about corruption in the Vatican, there needs to be a housecleaning of all the Satanism in the 
Vatican.


My biggest concern with the Catholic Church is that there is an institutional weakness that affects the church greater 
than other churches. This is deference to authority, as the Catholic Church Is a hierarchical organization unlike other 
churches. This has its benefits, but it also has drawbacks. I think the Catholic Church is more likely to echo the 
conventional narrative when "experts" say something. I think Covid was a good example. The church went above 
and beyond the state in their covid policies, because experts told them they would work, yet its been shown that 
they had no impact on the spread of the disease. I would like to see greater distrust of conventional institutional 
wisdom.


I don't like the current disparagement of Latin Mass or Traditional Catholicism coming from the Vatican. I think this 
wedges us all further apart.


Lack of guidance and support during Covid


Again, more emphasis on enforcement of the traditional rules and dogmas of our church; stop watering things down 
and get away from "modernism" and trying to appease current cultural trends; the Church is losing its way by doing 
so.  Get back to basics/

Our greatest concern is the falling way from the truth in issues surrounding sanctity of life , marriage, human dignity 
and identity.


Immigration  -  I WILL HELP MY CHILD OF God standing in front of me who needs help. Yet, my ability to help is so 
limited. Can we help them gain the tools to really live a better legal life in the U.S.?

Teens:  Can we provide a better example of Christ’s love by helping the troubled? I have a special concern re:  the 
youths who (broke) with St. Joseph.  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Q21 Does the authority of the Church seem appropriate in today's world? 

The authority of the church is more important than ever. 


Not sure I see this fitting locally


Yes and no.


No


Of course not. Where is the authority of the Church to stand up against "vaccines" and "vaccine mandates"? Those 
in authority in the Church are participants in the problem.


Yes.


ecclesialism  is a problem, gives poor example many times.  I have always thought the Spirit of the Law is better 
than the letter of the law although I have stepped in some rather deep hole along the way.  Again, Priesthood open 
to women and married priests and the Diaconate also.


No


In honesty, the authority of the Church seems largely irrelevant in today's world. On a political level, the Vatican acts 
as a UN-like figure that condemns or endorses current events, but nothing more. On a local level, I think the 
archdiocese's propensity to cherry-pick expedient political issues to champion does them more harm than good. 
The Catholic Church claims to support pro-life groups but is very cautious in dealing with the two most prominent 
Catholic political figures who openly support abortion (Joe Biden and Nancy Pelosi). This makes it seems as though 
Catholic Church teachings are optional beliefs, and that there are no ramifications for openly disagreeing with 
church teaching. Imagine if a Mormon person went out on TV ridiculing Mormon doctrine? Only the Catholic Church 
puts up with nonsense like this, and they look weak, because they are weak. If the church is too scared to stand up 
to a political because they are scared of blowback from people that already despise the church, then how can they 
expect ordinary people such as myself to believe that these teachings are correct?


I think so. Corruption and politics certainly errode confidence in this authority, but that does not change our need for 
human leaders.


I think Pope Francis is doing a good job trying to modernize and engage a younger, more worldly Catholic 
community. Still, I think it will take a few years and continued work to legitimize Church authority after so many 
scandals and bad press. The Catholic Church needs to keep addressing the issues that have tainted our faith (e.g., 
financial and sexual abuse) and truly be transparent about the process to protect and support members of our 
community.


That's questionable…


Yes, but not always appropriately effected or communicated; a lot of confusion out there as well as a lot of division.  
Get back to basics: Truth, Goodness and Beauty.  


Yes


I think so, but I am not as well versed in this aspect as I perhaps should be.


In a world that is desperate for structure and limits, I thank God for the Church. I do not always agree “carte 
blanche,” but I do not feel intimidated to agree and state that I agree if I do not.  That is a win. God leading people to 
accept Christ. We just need to refrain from “running them off.”  We do. 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Q22 How do you perceive the Church's teachings in Morality? 

I believe the church's teachings on morality are correct and needed more than ever as we grow 
more into a secular society,


So so.


Actively silent on what the issues are in our world + passively silently on some issues + 
ignorant of the harm caused by ridiculous issues (e.g. pontificating on marriage situations 
before adults are even Catholic----all under the guise of :natural law"----how out of touch they 
are) + promoting stands on issues while doing little to help people (e.g. abortion---where is an 
outpouring of help for mothers so they can want their babies to come to term?)


I think it is in line with Scripture. 


As I see the statistics for what the many Catholics do and believe I think we need to move into 
the 21st century.  So many have no or little value for marriage .


Not enough talk about abortion. 


I perceive the teachings of morality to be very idealistic. Sometimes I may not agree with a 
particular teaching but organized religions such as the Catholic Church have the duty to be that 
ideological beacon that humanity will inevitably fall short of.


I think it actually does a fairly good job, but many do not seek the knowledge or appear to 
apply it in their daily lives. 


Depending on who interprets or speaks about morality, it can come out as harsh and unfair. 
When I was younger, I confessed to a priest and I felt so ashamed for my "sins". I was hurt and 
conflicted. The priest didn't know me, so I felt his opinions were unwarranted and irrelevant. I 
think we can still teach about morality and Jesus without being judgemental. I believe teaching 
principles of morality is more effective when delivered in a compassionate and patient way.


Recent comments in the news makes me wonder where we are headed.  Is the church willing 
to acquiesce to the chaos happening in our world today?


The underlying basis is sound; however, the increasing attempts to appease "modernism" and 
current cultural trends continue to erode or render the Church's teachings less effective or 
impotent.  The Church needs to focus on emphasizing the truths about morality, and stop 
worrying about offending those who cannot accept them.


The Church needs to put more effort to counter secular ideologies 


Divided, as relating to politics and the LGBTQ community


As Gentle.   Christ was a gentle teacher in almost every instance.  He caught his bees with 
honey, not with vinegar.  I feel that we have finally begun to learn it.  Thank you, Pope Francis!  
Thank you, Fr. Thumbi.  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Q23 What should the Church do to help deal with the limited amount of available 
priests? 

Female priests. Allow priests to marry. Continue to encourage vocations.


Women. Married people


Encouragement of youth to participate more in mass…the need for more involvement.


seek wonderful Married Priests…


Ordain women and married men. Isn't that obvious?


Good question! Deacons and women deacons.


Allow and welcome female deacons and priests. There have been some that have left the 
Catholic Church because there was no opportunity for them to answer their calling.  I believe 
there was a point my life that I was discerning a call to priesthood and was not willing to spend 
my life waiting for it to happen.


Let priests be married.  A married priest would have a partner who would enhance his role as 
so many wives of Protestant ministers do.  How can an unmarried priest possibly counsel 
married couples?


It seems the Church doesn't have too many options. If there are not enough priests entering 
seminary, then there are two options: close churches, or change the eligibility requirements for 
the priesthood. 


Educate young people about religious life. Create videos and communication materials that 
speak to real priests about how and why they chose such a path. Find the story and share it in 
a compelling and engaging way. The priesthood seems so mysterious. If you want more 
interest, you have to be willing to open up and show the world what it's all about.


Promote Deacon ministry in parishes


Tough one in the short run; not sure.  In the long run, again, get back to basics; emphasis what 
the Catholic Church is an stands for; get this message out to children and young adults; make 
becoming a priest an attractive option to young men through the emphasis of the richness of 
the Catholic faith and its over 2000 years of resilience, despite much opposition and internal 
strife; the Church will prevail, and the young need to learn and understand that.


Be transparent from the top down to heal the wrongs done in the past. Trust has been 
diminished 


??? Perhaps allow married men to be priests?  I'm not sure that the needs of today's world 
and Church can make that limitation with a convincing argument.  I understand total devotion 
and marriage to the Christ and the Church, but if there are more men allowed to take the 
position it would share the load.


More deacons?  It is a scary heart-breaking crisis.  I do believe that the issue of celibacy ( a 
Church constraint – Council of Trent 1547 c?) steers more young men away from the Catholic 
Church.  It should be at the discretion of the priest and his choice, I believe.  If I am wrong, 
God will show me. 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Q24 What is your perception of parish finances? 

My uninformed perception is that we seem to be in the red every year.


Really hurting with the decrease in attendance during the past two years!!


??? My need to tide…correct amount.


No Clue!


Not much. We're keeping the lights on.


I feel I am not informed 


I respond to calls and do not pay  a lot of attention to the other end of it. We seem to be 
moving into a difficult time and it might cause us to look at our priorities and values around 
money and resources.  


Parishes need to provide a full financial account at least quarterly.  We are totally in the dark 
now as to where our contributions go.


My perception is that they church is usually tight on finances but finds a way to make things 
happen if they want something to happen.


Good. Worrisome that we are so behind after the pandemic. 


Once or twice a year, we get an update on fundraising efforts from Father. I trust that all 
donations are being used properly.


Donations have dropped significantly due to Covid.


Modest, but appears to be coping with what is contributed; however, I cannot be more 
specific, as I have not looked at them closely in a long while - the shutdown and ridiculous 
virus rules have alienated me somewhat; would really like to get back to having the parish be 
what it should be - open always, and avoid discriminatory and ineffective practices; if someone 
is at risk or simply afraid of a potential infection, they should stay away, their option.  Do no 
implement rules that divide.


It seems at a parish level we contribute enough, but finances are controlled from the 
Archdiocese so there isn’t transparency there either.


I feel we must certainly be constantly behind it concerns me.  Times are so threatening and 
uncertain in RE to $$.  I am worried.  I am also largely ignorant, but the Church is wealthy.  Why 
so few priests?  What’s happenin  to our nuns?  The  suffer. I welcome discussin  m  ideas, 
but only if I am not pushing in. I do 
not even care who might spearhead these projects, only that they could be developed and help 
us grow as a community and as individuals in spirit and hearts – but we can afford to make 
ourselves more useful, yes?
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